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“Golden Cage” tells the powerful story of two families 
entwined by a volatile mix of love and enmity that risks 
exploding into a blood feud when Bedir kills his close friend 
Ahmet, leading to a plot of gruesome revenge.



Two families become entwined in a volatile mix of love and enmity that risks exploding 
into a blood feud when Bedir kills his close friend Ahmet and is imprisoned for murder in 
the drama “Golden Cage”. When he emerges from prison 15 years later, the scene is set 
for a showdown fueled by passion and anger.

After his release, Bedir longs to resume his life in peace with his wife, daughter Zuluf and 
son Muslum. Okkes, Ahmet’s younger son, is however determined to take revenge. The 
only person capable of preventing bloodshed is his older brother Kenan, who was takes 
charge of the business and family after Ahmet’s death.

The connection between their two families is set to deepen after a chance meeting 
between Zuluf and Kenan. Zuluf works at a museum as a guide and she becomes 
acquainted with Kenan on the day her father is released from prison. The two of them 
are attracted by powerful emotional chemistry, both unaware of who the other one is.

There is also another secret bond between these two rival families, a link which only two 
people know about. Bedir’s son Muslum and Ahmet’s daughter Nefise have been in love 
since high school. Thinking that their families will not allow them to get married, Muslum 
and Nefise decide to flee.

The forbidden romance becomes a fresh source of animosity, unleashing a wave of fury 
that threatens to  destroy them all. Nefise’s brother Okkes and his men arm themselves 
and go in search of Muslum with the intent of punishing him for kidnapping his sister. 
While Muslum’s actions leave Bedir in shock, Kenan does all he can to prevent a vendetta.

Okkes devises a sinister plot to take revenge on Bedir, both to punish him and to persuade 
his sister to come home. He kidnaps Bedir’s daughter Zuluf and throws her into a disused, 
remote well, where nobody can hear her screams. He tells Bedir that if Nefise does not 
come back, he will never reveal where Zuluf is hidden.

With Zuluf’s life at stake, it is only the family elders who have the power to resolve the 
situation. They come up with a solution that will be difficult for some to accept: allowing 
Nefise to marry Muslum on the condition that Zuluf will marry Kenan. This creates a 
challenging trial for Zuluf as she enters Kenan’s mansion as his bride. 

Kenan’s mother is determined to make life unbearable for the new bride. Though this 
marriage of formality is at first a source of torment for Zuluf, she is destined to fall in love 
with Kenan. However, the lives of the two families are set to become even more complex 
as their hidden secrets are revealed one by one.
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ALMİLA ADA
Three Sisters

Cennet

MEHMET ALİ NUROĞLU
Lifeline

The Village Girl

GENCO ÖZAK 
The Pit
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